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Vacuum circuit breakers show excellent quenching capability for line frequency currents
as well as for high frequency currents. High frequency currents of several hundred
amperes with a frequency of several hundred kilohertz may occur under certain network
conditions. Their extinction and reignition play an important role in the generation of
unwanted voltage transients.

The post-arc current after a HF arcing current of a few hundred ampere, is typically of
the order of a few ampere. This fonns a difficulty in measuring the post-arc current with
a high enough resolution. On the current monitor, which is used to measure the current, a
clipping device is mounted to limit the output signal of the current monitor. This way the
input amplifier of the oscilloscope is protected against overload and a post-arc current of
a only a few ampere can be measured.

A relatively simple post-arc model is used with success to simulate the measured post-arc
currents and has led to an increased insight in the post-arc phenomenon with the pre
sumption the post-arc current is independent of the contact material used inside the
vacuum circuit breaker. Also a very simple and practical formula is derived to give a
rough estimation of the expected post-arc current.

The reaction on the post-arc current differs per contact material leading to a differing
reignition behaviour which will likely lead to a differing reignition probability. This
reignition probability is 100 % as long as the current zero slope is above a certain border
value. Below this border value it is detennined by the current zero slope in combination
with the gaplength and will be less then 100%.
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Vacuum circuit breakers show excellent quenching capability for line frequency currents
as well as for high frequency currents. They are used to switch load and fault currents.
When the contacts of a vacuum circuit breaker open, an arc is formed from vaporized
contact material. Normally the arc will be interrupted at the fIrst current zero, the metal
vapour deionizes, cools down, condenses, and the gap quickly regains its high dielectric
strength, able to withstand the recovery voltage.

If, however a current zero occurs shortly after contact separation, the gap may not be
able to gain enough dielectric strength to withstand the recovery voltage and the vacuum
circuit breaker reignites. Now currents of several hundred amperes with a frequency of
several hundred kilohertz may occur under certain network conditions. Their extinction
and reignition play an important role in the generation of unwanted voltage transients.

The occurrence of these phenomena depend on one side on the electric circuit, on the
other side the behaviour of the vacuum arc gap after current zero plays an important role.

At current zero the energy input and hence the production of metal vapour and charged
particals is terminated, but there are still some residual particals left in the gap between
the contacts of the vacuum circuit breaker. Of these residuals the charged ones will be
removed from the gap under the influence of the transient recovery voltage resulting in a
post-arc current.

This post-arc current is the subject of study in this report. After the development of a
measurement technic, enabling the measurement of post-arc currents, a model will be
presented to simulate these currents. Combining the measurements and simulations should
lead to a better insight in the interaction of the post-arc current and reignition phenomena.

First there will be a brief introduction of the phenomenon vacuum arc to refresh ones
memory.

page 4 N.J.G. Lamerichs
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2. The vacuum arc: a brief introduction.
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In a vacuum circuit breaker (VCB) in closed position the current at the contact surface of
the two electrodes passes through a number of small areas. The number and size of these
areas depend on contact pressure, roughness and hardness of the electrode surface. When
the contacts begin to separate, the number of these areas decreases and eventually all
current passes through only one or a few of such constrictions. At these points the
dissipated heat will be sufficient to bring the metal to its boiling point. The metal
evaporates and an arc will start to bum in the metal vapour. The hot spots are positioned
at the cathode, the anode merely acts as a collector (at current levels below anode spot
fonnation), indicating that the current concentration at the anode surface is smaller than
the current concentration at the cathode surface.

The tenn "vacuum arc" is a contradiction, since no arc discharge can take place in
vacuum. "Vacuum" refers to the insulating state of the VCB and the arc bums in a metal
vapour supplied by the contact. It would be more correct to talk about a "metal vapour
arc in a vacuum environment", but since "vacuum arc" is in common usage the latter will
be used.

A cathode spot can only sustain a limited amount of current (for copper electrodes the
limit is between 75 and 100 A), thus the current level detennines the number of cathode
spots. From a cathode spot ions, electrons and neutrals are injected into the gap. After a
small transition region, the cathode region (composed by cathode spot, plasma ball and
cathode jet), an interelectrode plasma is fonned (figure la). The voltage loss over the
interelectrode plasma is very small and can be looked upon as a voltage loss over a good
conducting lead. The major part of the voltage loss over the VCB is caused by the
cathode region were the charged particles are accelerated. The anode region is of little
interest in this discussion and is not taken into account.

A vacuum arc can occur in three different fonns depending on the current and the axial
magnetic field in the VCB (figure 1b).

• Multiple arc: The arc current is concentrated in narrow channels. The background
plasma, in which these arcs are embedded, is of relatively low density. The
current channels contrast visibly with their surroundings, which results in an
optical image of multiple arcs (typical arc radius is about 1 mm) [Bl].

• Diffuse arc: The gap between the electrodes is filled with a diffuse homogeneous
plasma (figure la).

• Arc with an anode spot: Current conduction is limited to a bright column between
the electrodes. On the anode a vigorously evaporating spot emits additional metal
vapour into the arc.

This report is focused upon the multiple arc regime since the current involved is far
below 1 kA in the absence of an axial magnetic field.

When the cathode spots extinguish the supply of particles to the arc is cut off, but there
are still some particles left in the gap. The electrons and ions will be swept across the gap
by the restriking voltage, which causes a post arc current (~ac)' The neutrals will be

N.J.G. Lamerichs page 5
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absorbed by the contacts,which function as a getter.

An AC arc periodically changes polarity within a time delay At. This time delay is
necessary for the cathode spots to extinguish on the one contact, the cathode, and to be
newly formed on the other, the former anode. This continuation of the arc after current
zero will be called a reignition.

The top value of the post arc current (~ac) occurs at time ttop' If At>t1op, ~ac can be
measured, which is not the case if 0 < At < t10p (figure 2). This indicates that a post arc
current can't always be measured after current zero. In the theoretical case of At=O there
will not be a post arc current.

If the arc extinguishes a transient restriking voltage (TRV) will apear across the gap. As
indicated in figure 2 the Utrv starts a time t1 after current zero, this will be explained in
chapter 5.

Figure 1b: Diagram representing the three arcing
regimes ofa vacuum arc [Schellekens).

multiple
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Figure 1a: Schematic view of the various regions in
a vacuum arc [Schellekens].
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Figure 2: A typical post arc current with reignition before (left) and after (right) t,ol"
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3. Experimental arrangement

Figure 4 shows the test circuit for high frequency (HF) investigations. Cd is a large
capacitor functioning as a direct voltage source. Chf and Lw cause the HF current when a
reignition in the VCB takes place. ~f is the HF-resistance due to the components and
leads in the HF-current part. C1 Is the capacitance of the VCB and C2 is the capacitance
due to the voltage measurement over the VCB.

At the start of a measurement the VCB is closed, the pneumatic making switch (Sp) is
open and Cd is fully charged to 15 kV. When Sp closes a direct current (between 1.3 A
and 5.4 A) will flow through the VCE, only limited by the load resistor ~. After a small
time delay the VCB opens. Until that time Ch C2 and Chf were not effective. Now all the
capacitors will be charged by Cd with a time constant (r) determined by ~ and Chf• This
causes a relatively slow TRV denoted as LF-TRV in figure 3, since C1 < C2 < < Chf
and wLw < < lI(wChf)' When the LF-TRV rises above the dielectric recovery curve, the
maximum breakdown voltage Ub(t) in figure 3, the gap will breakdown at a voltage Ubd

(breakdown voltage). The VCB voltage drops to the arc voltage and a HF current will
flow, with a frequency fhf, discharging Chf (Cp will be discharged immediately compared
to Chf)'

Everytime the VCB tries to interrupt the HF current in every current zero, a TRV
appears over the gap. If this TRV reaches Ur (the reignition voltage of the gap) reignition
takes place and an other half cycle of the HF current will flow (current zero 1 and 2 in
figure 3). Interruption succeeds if the maximum (Urn> of the TRV is less than Ur (current
zero 3 in figure 3).

3

Ur - - --

2

\ I
\ I
, I

j\ \ I

~f ,~ ' ..._/ /
Uco :Ht"<:·
Ur -- \;\!

'.:.

Um---"
1

,'- ,, ,
\
\
\

\
\
\
\

I
I

J.
I

I

--.-- -- recovery curve U.(t)

~ .:-:. -Ubd

LF-TRV

Figure 3: High frequency reignitions in a VCB.

When the VCB opens the
direct current will not be
interrupted instantaneously, but
a DC-arc will be formed
between the contacts to con
duct the current. The starting
of the DC-arc can be clearly
seen in the current measurement (figure 5) and is taken as leo = 0, with teo the contact
opening time.

The TRV that appears consists
of an LF and an UHF part.
The LF-TRV starts at Ueo, the
remaining voltage over Chf'
The UHF-TRV is superim
posed on the LF part and is
determined by Cp and ~f' Cp

will be charged by Chf through
~F resulting in an UHF-TRV.
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2.8 kO
5.6 kO

11.2 kO

0'1
qb~12-1~oOPFI ChI

\It direct measurement
-~----

of the current

T
Cd - 111.2 ~F

IIR =500 :
\ : y an :

~I: t ..• C) Uan=O·lxlm

'-. - . _ .. - ...

current
monitor

clipped current measurement

Values belonging to the test circuit.

500
1 MO

scope

Chf ~f fhf of HF T of ~f lbf.max

current LF-TRV
(nF) (pH) (kHz) (j.ts) (0) (A)

20.8 44.7 165 36.4 2.5 323

9.3 22.5 348 15.6 2.9 305

9.3 9.8 527 9.2 2.1 462

5.0 22.5 476 11.6 3.9 223

Figure 4: The test circuit for HF current interruption.
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Figure 5: Example of a oscilloscope image. Voltage U:
5 kV/division; current im: 100 A/division.

The chopping current is detennined by the
contact material (table 1). As long as the
DC-level is in the order of i.:hop, the life
time of the arc is limited (tlife is about 70
JLs ± 40 p.s). If the DC-level is much
higher than ichop the life-time of the arc will
increase significantly. In that case the
gaplength between the contacts has become
too large for the LF-TRV to cause a break
down of the gap after the DC-arc has
extinguished. To make sure tlife is limited in
the case of AgWC contacts, the DC-level is reduced to 1.3 A by increasing R.i to 11.2 kO
(two 5.6 kO resistors in series). In the CuBi case, measurements were not only done with
~=5.6 kO, but also with ~=2.8 kO (two 5.6 kO in series) to create breakdown at a
longer gaplength, because a delay of start of the TRV by the longer DC arc time due to a
higher DC current.

The life-time (t1ife) of the arc is mainly
detennined by the chop current (iChop) of the
VCB, the DC-value and the opening speed
of the VCB contacts.

Table 1: Some values for the different contact materials.

material ichop
(1)

~ contact HF current frequencies at which the
speed measurements are prefonned (kHz)

(A) (kO) (m/s) 165 348 527 476

CuCr 3.5 2.8 0.6 *
CuBi 3.4 2.8/5.6 2.2 * * *

CuTeSe 4.2 5.6 1.0 * * *
CuW 3.6 - - - - - -
Cu >10 2.8 1.3 * * *

AgWC 0.8 11.2 1.3 * *

On the other hand ~ can't be made too large because it also influences the rise time T

(=~Chf) of the LF-TRV. If T is larger than the rise time of the recovery voltage Ub(t),
breakdown will be more problematic.

To change the frequency of the HF current, Chf and 4f were adjusted (see table in figure
4). But Chf also influences the time constant of the LF-TRV. In the case of AgWC
contacts with the circuit components adjusted to create a 165 kHz HF current no
breakdown took place, indicating that the time constant of the LF-TRV for this case was

(1): Values specified by mallufacturer.

N.J.G. Lamerichs page 9
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The contact opening speed of
the VCB is set to make sure
breakdown does occur. If the
contact speed is too large, the
gaplength will increase too fast
to allow breakdown. The di
electric recovery curve is also
influenced by the contact
speed. The curves in figure 6,
presented by DiNen, were
determined with a contact
speed of approximately
1 mls for each contact
material.

Figure 6: Estimation of the recovery voltage. As can be seen in figure 6 the
recovery curve of CuCr has a
very steep initial slope. To

create breakdown, the contact speed was set very low and the RC-time T was chosen very
small (see table in figure 4). Measurements with CuBi have been done with the same time
constant to be able to compare the measurements of CuCr with those of CuBi.

3.1 Current measurement

The expected value of a post arc current is in the order of only a few amperes [Bl]. Just
prior to the post arc current, a current of several hundreds of amperes has flown. This
causes a principal difficulty in the post arc current measurement. In case of a 50 Hz
interruption, fast commutation devices can be used, but in the HF case the time between
current maximum and current zero is only a few micro seconds (1,4 x l/fhf) so that
alternative techniques must be applied. Possible solutions could be:

• An oscilloscope with sufficient vertical resolution. Given a HF current of j and a post
arc current value of ~.c. The requirement is that the vertical bit resolution (n) of the
signal storage system should be so that 2I!Ipac = 250 = 2D/B, with B the desired
resolution for the post arc current. If the desired value of B is 10, than at least a 12
bit vertical resolution oscilloscope is needed. With a duration time td of the post arc
current of a few hundreds of nano seconds [BI] during which 10 samples are wanted,
a sample frequency of at least 10Itd is needed. The high vertical resolution in
combination with the high sample frequency makes this solution too expensive.

• Overflow of the oscilloscope display. An overflow of 40 divisions on the used
oscilloscope (Lecroy 9314M, see appendix A) does not cause an overload of the input
amplifier of the oscilloscope (testing of the scope is done according to Sesink). If the
overflow is significantly more than 40 divisions, the input amplifier will be over-

page 10 N.J.G. Lamerichs
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loaded resulting in a line zero shift on the display. The used oscilloscope has a
vertical resolution of 8 bit and the vertical size of the display is 8 divisions. If the
sensitivity of the oscilloscope channel is set to 4A/div, a top-top current value of
«40+8) x4 A =) 192 A is allowed. Since the amplitude of the HF current can be
more than 100 A, this option is not satisfactory.

• Clipping of the output signal of the current monitor, preventing an overload of the
oscilloscope input amplifier and creating a good resolution for the post arc current. It
has beeb shown that this method can also be applied succesfully with 50 Hz high
current interruption [A3]. This method will be evaluated in the following.

The Pearson current monitors used (see appendix) give off 0.1 V for every ampere they
embrace. A Pearson current monitor can be represented by a voltage source Ucm in series
with a 50 {} resistor Rem (see figure 4). The current monitors are terminated with a 50 {}
resistor over which the voltage is measured with the oscilloscope. In this way a voltage
divider is created, decreasing the sensitivity to 0.05 VIA.

il
blocking
mode

conducting
mode

u ipac

Figure 7: Ideal diode curve. Figure 8: The diode effect.

To limit the voltage delivered to the oscilloscope, two diodes can be connected anti
parallel over the current monitor (see figure 4). The voltage at the output of the current
monitor is now limited to the value at which the diodes start to conduct, the forward
conducting voltage UF (see figure 7). As long as IUcm I < 2UF the diodes are in the
blocking mode and have a negligible influence on the current measurement. This means a
post arc current can be measured with an amplitude up to 2UF/0.1 ampere.

If IUcm I exceeds 2UF one diode will go in to the conducting mode and has to be able to
conduct a current of Ucm/Rcm amperes. The maximum amplitude of the HF current that
can occur is 462 A (see table in figure 4) so that the diodes have to be able to conduct a
current of ( 0.1 x462/50 = ) 0.92 A.

When a diode has to conduct a current, the charge in the junction of the diode will also
increase proportional with that current. When going in to the blocking mode, this charge
has to be removed which will cost more time if there is more charge in the junction. This
diode effect (overshoot) is similar to a post arc current (figure 8). In both cases charged
particals have to disappear. As long as this diode effect is much smaller than the post arc
current, it will not be of any influence. To restrict this effect the diodes have to be able to
perform fast switching from the conducting to the blocking mode, indicating that the
capacity of the diode has to be small.

NJ.G. Lamerichs page 11
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Conducting a large current and prefonn fast switching are two demands which are in
conflict with each other. A power diode is not able to prefonn such fast switching. The
BAW62 (see appendix B) is a high speed silicon diode which can conduct a repetitive
peak forward current of 225 rnA maximum. The reverse recovery time ~ of less than 4
ns will increase drastically at these current levels. To make sure that the diode operates
within its nonnal boundaries, 10 diodes are put parallel in each direction.

In order to keep the diode array of 20 diodes as small as possible,
preventing unnecessary large loops picking up distortion, and to get an
equal current distribution, the diodes are connected in a cylindrical
symmetrical way as indicated in figure 9. The total diode array is
mounted in to a small (28 x28 x57 mm) metal envelope with BNC
connectors, and directly attached to a current monitor.

Both current monitors are connected to the oscilloscope with a coaxial
cable which is surrounded by a copper shielding. One end of the shiel

Figure 9: The diode ding is connected to the current monitor and the other end is good
array. conductively mounted on the grounded shielding cage in which the

oscilloscope is positioned. In this way distortion of the external
electromagnetic fields is reduced.

The Lecroy 93l4M oscilloscope has 4 independent channels of which the saved signals
can be enlarged 5 times vertically. Three of these channels are used for current measure
ment. One channel is set to monitor the entire current shape (itotaJ resulting in a vertical
step size of 3.125 A/step(2). Another channel is set to 20 A/division resulting in an
overflow of the display but no overloading of the input amplifier. In fact this channel
gives a zoomed image of iwtal with a smaller step size of 0.625 A1step and will be referred
to as 400.ned' iwomed Can be enlarged 5 times, thus if the channel for the clipped current
measurement is set to 4 A/division, the two signals (izoomed and iclipPed) can be compared
directly on the oscilloscope. Figure 10 shows an example of these three current signals.

250,--~-_--~-~--~----,

'~'----'----I~OO'---------:I=02-----=I-::-:-04-----=I06=-----;CI08:;;;-----:-:!l1'

;,' .-~ ... i-.
_. i-o

- ----- "'-

limo (1IIil:nH] (releJed ID __ ICporalioll)

-so

150

100

-100

-150

~ 50

I 0

Figure 10: The current signals.

The diodes have of course no ideal
diode curve as presented in figure 6
but have a curve according to figure
11 (see also diode specifications in
appendix B). In this figure it can be
seen that the blocking mode follows
a straight line until UF = 0.5V.
Above 0.5V the current starts to
increase and the diode begins leav
ing the blocking mode and entering
the conducting mode. Thus as long
as IUcrn I< 1V the diodes have no
significant influence on the current
measurement, meaning that post arc

currents with an amplitude up to lOA can be measured. If ~ac exceeds lOA clipping is no

(2): l00AldiV, 8 divisiollS venically and 8 bi! venical resolutioll resulls ill a venical step size oj (8 Xl00Ajl256 = 3.125 Alstep.
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longer necessary and 4.00med can be used to detennine the top value, because the ratio of
post arc current to maximum current is sufficiently large to remain within the overload
limit of the oscilloscope amplifier.

Figure 13 shows three oscillograms of post arc cur
rent measurements for three different HF current fre
quencies. The measurements at 165 kHz and 348 kHz
show a very good result. At 527 kHz the top value of
iCiipped is larger than that of iwomed' This could be due
to the diode effect (overshoot), but the deviation is
still within acceptable limits.

The current i.n embraced by the current monitors is
not only the post arc current ~ac by itself as presented
in chapter 2. The current monitors also embrace the
displacement current of Ct due to the TRV over the
VCB (see figure 4)

ipac = i - C dV (l)
m t dt

300.-----.....,..-T"'T""T"'T""T"'T""T"'T""T"'T""TJ"~..¥'.. 'I,-.,

IF _.

(mA)H-H-H-H-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-H

t-Hl-+-t-I-{'lYP maxt--I-I-HH

2001-+t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-tfl-ht-t-t-t-t-t-H

. . - .- -t-+If hl-t--'I--HH-lr+-t
II -t-H-++++-t

l00H-t-t-t-t-t-t-Htt+t-t-t-t-t-t-t-H

So in order to get the post arc current, i.n has to be Figure 11: Diode curve of the BAW62.
corrected for the displacement current. To get the
displacement current the TRV and Ct are needed.
The TRV is monitored with the fourth oscilloscope channel. Ct , the capacitance of the
VCB, varies with the gaplength.

Ct Is distributed within the VCB and consists of two major
components. Cs Is the equivalest capacity between the contacts
and the surrounding shield, Cg is the capacity between the
contacts themselves and will vary with the gaplength. Figure
12 gives an indication of the distribution of Ct in an outline
cross section of a VCE.

(2)
Figure 12: Capacities
VCB cross section.

in a

Figure 13: An example ofthe correction for the displacement current.
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Figure 14: Measured post arc currents and the associated mv.
Top oscillogram: HF current frequency 165 kHz; contact material CuTeSe; preceding Ihf = 170A
Middle oscillogram: HF current frequency 348 kHz; contact material CuBi; preceding Ihf = l30A
Bottom oscillogram: HF current frequency 527 kHz; contact material CuTeSe; preceding I'I! = 150A
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Figure 15: Example ofa displacement current

Figure 15 gives an example of
such a measurement out of
which a C\ can be determined
at a certain point of time after
contact separation teo" One must
be aware that the fIrst two tops
of the im can contain a post arc
current like in figure 14. The
contribution of the post arc
current in im of figure 15 is
very small because of the small
gaplength (explanation follows
in chapter 5 and 6). Out of
oscillograms like figure 15, C\
can be determined as a function
of teo'

C\, as function of time !co, is detennined out of the measurements according to:

C\ ::~ if i :: 0 (3)
aVldt pac

Next the contact opening speed
S of the VCB needs to be estimated to translate C\ = f(teo) into C\ = fed) with (d=S!co)'

Figure 16 gives an outline of the circuit with which the contact speed is determined. The
results of the contact speed measurements are already presented in table 1.

Now C\ as a function of the gaplength d can be estimated a plot of which is shown in
figure 17. It must be noted that the gaplength of such short times after contact separation
can only be estimated with a certain inaccurasy.

The Qlpoci1oD<e II 6mdlon of pp ......
4S

+
40

C • 750 +13
-

[pIP)
15 ' St_

._-~. .-- ..

~
30

+ +
§ 25

.~ 20 ti
8 IS +

10

S

00 so lOll ISO 200 250 300 150 400 4SO soo
pp Iengtb (miao-m)

Figure 16: Contact speed measurement. Figure 17: C1 as a function of the gaplength d measured
for CuTeSe contacts.
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3.2 Voltage measurement

The voltage measurement is done according to Dirven (figure 7). The voltage is measured
with a Tektronix P60l5 high voltage probe (for specifications see appendix A) provided
with a compensationbox on a 10 foot (:>:$ 3.55 m) coaxial cable. This box has to be
directy attached to the oscilloscope, positioned in a grounded cage which can't be moved.
The distance between the test circuit, which can't be moved for safy reasons, and the os
cilloscope is about 8 meters. To bridge the remaining distance between the test circuit and
the high voltage probe, a transmission line is used with a capacitance of approximately
lOOpF and an impedance of 3000. Here also additional copper shielding (indicated with
dashed lines in figure 18) is used to minimize distortion [AI]

If the transmissionline is connected to point a in figure 4, the current monitors will detect
the displacement current due to the capcitance C2 of the transmissionline. Connecting the
line to point b, as done here, only the inevitable displacement current of C\ is included in
the measured post-arc current waveform (i,J of the vacuum interrupter.

•
Thf

:~

probe
.... ,... ,

: ~ -••...........•. ,~========: ' ••............•··· .l til····

.
4>"

transmission line

3000Lhf

Figure 18: The voltage measurement.
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4. Results of the measurements.

M. sc. report

In the measurements of the post arc current a displacement current of C1 is included as
mentioned before (fonnula 1). All the results presented in this chapter are corrected for
this displacement current.

Figure 19 a and b show the absolute top value of the post arc current I~ac I as a function
of the absolute di/dt value of the preceding high-frequency current at current zero
Idi/dt Ii=O' (The dildt is detennined by measuring the HF current amplitude and multiply
it with the angular frequency w (=21rl). This is done for five contact materials at
different current frequencies. As can be seen in figure 19 the absolute top value of the
post arc current gets negative in some cases. This is due to some inaccuracy in:

• The measurement of the current im.
• The detennination of C1 as a function of time leo.
• The measurement of the contact opening speed.

Figure 20 also shows I~acl as a function of Idildtli=o. But here the results are ordered to
the HF current frequencies so that the different contact materials can be compared.

The gaplength d is detennined by:
a: The life time t1ife of the DC-arc ( which on its tum is detennined by the DC level

and icbop of the VCB).
b: The contact opening speed S.
c: The RC-time T of the LF-TRV.
d: The voltage recovery curve of the VCB.

Mostly due to the spread of tlife and the voltage recovery curve from the average value,
there is a range of gaplengths of 50-500 ,urn in which HF current zeros occur. As an
example the gaplengths are plotted into the I~ac I versus Idildt I;=0 plot of CuBi and CuCr
(figure 21).

In order to get an indication of the influence of the gaplength on the post arc current, a
selection out of the measurements is made based on a limited interval of di/dt values.
This is done for two contact materials in figure 22. For CuTeSe post-arc current values
are plotted against the gaplength for di/dt in the range of 250 - 300 A/,us and for Cu in
the range of 200 - 300 AI,us.

At this point no conclusions will be drawn from the measurements done. First a post arc
current model will be presented to get better insight in the phenomenon post arc current
and the influence of the parameters.

N.J.G. Lamerichs page 17
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Figure 19a: Ifpac I as a function of Idi/dt I at;=0 for the contact materials CuTeSe, Cu and CuB; at different
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5. A post arc model.

M. sc. report

To analyse the post arc current measurements a relatively simple model is used based on
the Andrews-Varey transistion model for the ion space charge sheath growth [R4].
Additionaly the circuit is coupled to the model in order to describe the interaction of the
circuit with the post arc plasma. Before describing the post arc model, an explanation of
the current conduction in the post arc plasma will be presented.

5.1 Current conduction in an arc plasma.

A current, a transport of charged particles, can be
presented by:

i
pQC

= Ae(neve-znjv) (4) ~ ie-------. ij
A arc cross section area [m2

] ,

e elementary chaege [C], 1] ~e [ne electron density [m-3
] ,

n/ ion density [m-3] , B ~V
ve electron velocity [m/s], i

Vi ion velocity [m/s],
~ i

z average ion charge number, positive directions -------. v

With the positive reference direction for the current Figure 23: Particle flow in a plasma.

and the particle velocity as indicated in figure 23. As
can be seen in this figure the electrons and ions move in the same direction in the arc
plasma, this needs some explanation. The voltage drop across the gap is mainly due to the
cathode region (is not drawn in figure 23) as mentioned in chapter 2. Consequently the
electric field in the plasma is very small and can be compared with the electric field ( = 0)
in a good conducting lead. The ions that are in the plasma do not drift against the electric
field but are dragged along by the electrons. The electric field could not be zero if there
were any net charge in the plasma. This is an indication for the fact that the net charge in
the plasma is zero (5) at any moment (6) [V2], meaning that if the amount of negative
charge changes, the positive charge has to change also to compensate for the extra
negative charge.

(5) dQ = 0
dt

(6)

Substituting (5) and (6) will reduce (4) to:

ipac = Aezn/(ve-Vi)

N.J.G. Lamerichs
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Figure 23: A typical post arc current.

arc ~~d :~t arc period

V&>V'\: v.<v,

t,

Because 10% of the current conduction is perfonned by the ions [V2] , the electron
velocity is higher than the ion velocity (ve> Vi) according to fonnula 7 and 8.

i j = Aezn j vj = -O.li ie = Aezn j ve = l.li i = ie +i j (8)

At t=O the current is zero and since there are
still some residual charged particals in the gap
with a non zero velocity (chapter 2), this can
only be achieved when ve=vi .

At t=O the polarity of the arc is changed
(figure 24) but the TRV does not rise until
t=t l . This can be explained as follows. In the
arc period (t < 0) the voltage across the gap
is equal to the arc voltage which is mainly
detennined by the cathode region. At t=O the
last cathode spot extinguishes and so does the
cathode region. Now the voltage over the gap
is reversed, but the electrons still have a
velocity towards what is now the fonner

anode. As long as the electrons reach the fonner anode, there will be a good conducting
path between the contacts and the voltage over the gap will be very small, in the order of
10-5 Volts according to [B2]. This small voltage is sufficient to decelerate the electrons
and, at a small time delay tl after current zero they will reverse direction to move
towards the fonner cathode. The much heavier ions are not able to follow the electrons
instantaneously and will continue to move towards the fonner anode. Thus after tl an ion
sheath is fonned in front of the fonner anode caused by the retrieving electrons. Over this
sheath, containing only ions, a voltage will develop and now the TRV will start.

towards the former anode.

Figure 24: The situation for t] < t < td'

-
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+-- ie
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~ : (+)---+ E-g
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...J ....vj ~ tU

~.. I '-L-_
dl/dt

+-- ipositive directions
----. v

For t=O to t=t1 both, ions and electrons are
collected at the fonner anode. For t=t1 to
t=td (the duration time of the post arc current)
the ions are collected at the former anode. At
the former cathode an equal amount of elec
tronic charge leaves the plasma and arrives at
the former anode, by way of the external
circuit, to recombine with the incident ions
[R6]. The circuit current (post-arc current)
consists thus of an equal amount of trans
ported negative (electron) charge towards the
former cathode and a positive (ionic) charge
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5.2 The post arc model.

M. sc. report

The post arc model that will be presented in this section consists out two parts, Part one
is valid for 0 ::=; t < t1 and part two for t1 :::; t ~ td •

Part one (0 ::=; t < t1).

In this time interval Cp is short-circuited by the VCB and the test circuit of figure 4
reduces to the one shown in figure 25. The Chf capacitor has been discharged by the
damped HF current to a remaining voltage Uco at current zero. Out of the figure follows:

)

di
U =R' +L lif

co hJ llif lif dt
(9)

lvc8

Figure 25: The reduced circuit for part 1.

Round current zero the first tenn is negli
gible resulting in:

(10)

In this part the direct current is given by:

i
d

= Ud (11)
Rd

The post arc current is the sum of the HF
current and the direct current:

(12)

The HF current is a damped sinewave with an amplitude much larger than the direct
current level, meaning that the current passing through the VCB (ivc~ can be approxi
mated by a straight line round current zero and can be written as:

di YCB (13)iYCB = --t
dt

After t=O, ivcB is equal to the post arc current, thus with the equations 11 and 12 the post
arc current is given by:

N.J.G. Lamerichs

for 0 :::; t < t 1
(14)
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Before describing the second part of the post arc model a few assumptions must be made
regarding the physical side of the model. The assumptions are:

1) The flow is one-dimensional. This is justified when the interelectrode gap (maxi
mum is about 500 p.m) is small compared to the electrode diameter (30 mm) [B3],

2) There is no recombination in the gap. The time constant for recombination is in
the order of milliseconds compared to a plasma lifetime of less than a micro
second [B3], hence recombination will be negligible.

In this part the electrons have reversed direction and an ion sheath will be formed before
the fonner anode (figure 24). The thickness of the sheath (1), the voltage over the sheath
(u) and the ion density (1\) at the sheath edge (at plasma side) are time dependent and are
related through the Andrews-Varey equation:

12 = 4 eo Uo [[ u ] 3/2 3U ]1+- +- 1
gezn, Uo Uo

Uo = l!!:..- [v o + d1] 2
2ze I dt

(15)

with Vi the ion velocity towards the former anode at the sheath edge at the post-arc
plasma side, z the ion charge multiplicity, m the ion mass and e, eo the usual constants.
V o has the dimension of a voltage and can be seen as a contribution to the voltage across
the sheath per ion. The second equation of 14 follows from the kinetic energy of an ion
[R2]:

1_mv2 = zeU2 0

'h d1Wit v = - +v/
dt

(16)

V o is the voltage the ion has to brigde and v is the velocity of the ion refered to the
sheath edge (in figure 24 the sheath edge moves with a velocity dlldt to the left and the
ions with a velocity Vi to the right)

The current density 0) in the post arc plasma consists of two components, an ion
component, proportional to the ion velocity, and a term proportional to the expansion
velocity (dl/dt) of the sheath as a result of the electrons drifting towards the former
cathode which results in an increasing ion charge left unbalanced:

j"., = zn,' [v, + ~;] (17)

The current density in the post arc plasma is taken homogeneous over the diameter (D) of
the arc, so that there is a simple relation between current (i) and current density 0):

4'
• _ lpac (18)

Jpac - 7rD 2

Combining the equations above yields:
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dl
dt

- V.
I

(19)

The decay of the ion concentration ni is assumed to be caused solely by the flowing of the
post arc current, neglecting the nonuniform ion concentration along the discharge axis.

dnj = _ ipac V = 7fD 2d (20)
dt ezV 4

The equations 15,19 and 20 describe the physical side of the second part of the model.
Next the effect of the circuit will be integrated into this part.

(22)

and:

_ . dilif
Uco - RUHFlhJ+Lhf dt +u

with RUHF the the damping resistance of
the UHF-TRV. Notice that in this part ~
is no longer a direct current, but can be
calculated out of the circuit by:

Ud - Uco t} -t (23)id = exp(--}
Rd RdCh/

For t> t} the TRV will appear across the
gap and Cp will get charged (u¢O). The
circuit that has to be regarded now is
drawn in figure 26, from which follows:

du 1 (. . . ) (21)- = - lh,-l +ld .dt C v pac
p

Figure 26: The circuit for part two.

Equation 22 can be writen as:

diJif = Uco -u R UHF '
----::-- - -- 1Jif

dt Lv LJif I

(24)

With equations 15, 19, 20, 21 and 24 five equations are created from which ~ac, u, 0;, I
and ihf can be calculated, given the initial conditions of each of them.

Initial conditions

Attention! The initial condition for the five equations in question are the starting
conditions for the second part of the model, thus for t=t} and not for t=O.

After t} the formation of the ion sheath begins but at t=t} the sheath is zero and since

NJ.G. Lamerichs page 27
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there is no sheath, there can't be a voltage u across the sheath.

u(t)) = 0 l(t)) = 0

The electrons reverse direction at t) thus their velocity is zero at t).

dlv (t ) = - I = 0
e) dt r~rl

15 February 1994

(25)

(26)

Consequently the current at t1 is only detennined by the ions, which results with equation
17 in:

ipac(t1 ) = Aznj (tl)evi (27)

The ion velocity Vi at the sheath edge is considered a constant because of the inert ions
and is taken 1000 mls [Bl].

The starting condition for the post-arc current follows from equation 14:

Uco(tl)
ipac (tI) = ---,:---

Lv
(28)

If t) is known then Ilj(t)) can be determined out of equation 27. But t1 can't be determined
so an other way has to be found.

This problem can be solved by giving an estimation of nj at current zero from the prior
HF arcing current. At current zero all the ions that are present in the gap with length d
are created in a time interval 7j = d\vi before current zero, so the time 7j may be
identified with the "history" of the gap as far as ionic charge is concerned. The density of
the ions at current zero (Nio) can therefore roughly be estimated from the current before
current zero as:

=

the factor 0.1 accounting for the fact that 10% of the arc current is carried by ions.
Linearisation of the sinewave current:

Uco
iVCB(t) = -t

L'lj

gives a simple estimation for the current zero ion density:

2dUco
NjO = -1-0--D-2- 2-

ze 1r VI L'lj

(29)

(30)

(31)

If the difference ANi between nj at current zero (t=0) and at tl is negligible, NiO can be
taken as the starting condition for part two.

Neglecting ANj , both ~ac(t)) and itJt)) can be calculated with equation 27 and 28. Also t)
can now be determined out of equation 14:
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(32)

Now that the initial conditions are known the four equations 19,20,21 and 24 can be
numerically solved using a fourth order Runga-Kutta method, were within every loop
equation 15 is solved with a Newton-Raphson iteration (for listing see appendix C).

Additionaly the electric field strength Be at the cathode surface is calculated [Bl].

Note:
In the computer simulation of the post-arc model equation 31 is not used, instead the
more correct sinewave estimation of NiQ is used given by:

N. = ~ 1 Uco (1 - cos (w t.»
10 10 llv 2d 2L Ize W hI

which is recieved by substituting:

U• co • ( )
lVCB = --8m wt

wLhf

into formula 29.

(33)

(34)

(35)

A simulation example.
Of figure 13 the middle oscillogram is simulated and the result is shown in figure 27.
Comparing the results of the measurement with those of the simulation will be done in
chapter 6. Here the assumption of neglecting dN; will be checked.
Assuming that there will be no more production of particals after current zero, OJ will
start to decay at current zero (and not at tl ). With equation 20 and 14 this gives:

dn
j

= __1_ Ueo dt => n
j

= __1_ Ueo 2.t 2 for °~ t ~ t
l

(36)
ezV LJif ezV L

Jif
2

Now ni(tl ) can be estimated according:

with (37)

Substituting the values of the example simulation results in:

!1N. = 0.05 _1022

N;Q' = 2.12-1022 } => nj(tl) = N jQ

NiQ as the initial condition at t l will cause a negligible fault in the estimation of l\(t\).
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6. Discussion.
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The presented post arc model in the previous chapter is the same as in the paper of M.
Lindmayer and E. Wilking [Bl] with the exception that in this report the ion charge
number z is included in the equation for Uo (formula 15) and with an estimation of the
initial ion density not derived from a fitting of simulation with measurement. That the
inclusion of z has to be the case can be seen from equation 16 [R2, B3].

6.1 Comparing the results.

Before comparing the results of the simulation with those of the measurements, one has to
remember that the post arc model is a relatively simple model with the intention to give
an approximation of a complex and not fully understood physical phenomenon.

The measured currents that are shown in figure 13 are not corrected for the displacement
current due to the capacitance CI of the VCB. In figure 28 the same currents are
presented but now corrected for the displacement current so that the actual post arc
currents result. Together with these measured post arc currents the simulated post arc
currents are plotted. The measured and simulated TRV are also shown.

The simulation of the post arc current after a HF arcing frequency of 165 kHz gives a
very good result. The first peak in the measured current could be due to the diode effect
of the clipping device (see figure 8). However, this is very unlikely because in figure 13
this same peak can also be seen in the unclipped current signal izoomed • This first peak
could be due to a local oscillation circuit which is initiated by the sudden drop of the arc
voltage. Before current zero the arc-voltage is about 20 V, so the capacitance of the VCB
(C I ) and of the voltage measurement (C0 are charged to this level (see figure 4). At
current zero the arc-voltage will drop to zeto (<== 0) due to the extinction of the cathode
spot as described earlier. The capacitance C2 is about 100 pF, then only an inductance I.;,
of 0.63 ftH is needed to create an oscillation circuit with a resonant frequency of 20
MHz. This low inductance can be the consequence of a loop formed by the VCB and the
leads of the voltage measurement. (The current that will flow in the loop formed by C1

and the VCB (see figure 4) due to the arc voltage drop, can not be measured by the
current monitors.)

For the post arc current after a HF arcing frequency of 348 kHz, the shape of the
simulation shows a good resemblance with that of the measured current. But the decay of
the measured current is much faster. It is not clear what the cause is of this shortcoming
of the model.

In the case of the post arc current after a HF arcing frequency of 527 kHz the peak in the
measured current is very high. Partly this can be explained as result of the diode effect on
top of the initiation of the local oscillation circuit caused by the sudden drop in the arc
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Figure 28: Measured (corrected for displacement current) and simulated post-arc currents and the associated
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voltage. The difference between iclipped and iwomed in figure 13 gives an estimation of the
diode effect of about 0.8 A. Assuming the local oscillation circuit has a frequency of 20
Mhz, as mentioned above, and a characteristic impedance Zo (= ~ (Lp/Cz) of 790. With
an arc-voltage of 20 V a maximum current amplitude of 0.3 A can occur. This would
explain a difference of about 1.1 A between the measured and the simulated post arc
current, leaving open a difference of approximately 1 A.

The measured TRV presented in the
top image of figure 28 is plotted again
in figure 29 (dashed line). The solid
line in figure 29 is not the simulated
TRV out of the post arc model, but is
calculated according to the electric
circuit of figure 26 with zero post arc
current (4ac = 0). The difference of the
two TRV's occurs within the duration
time td of the post arc current as can be
seen from figure 28 (td := 400 ns).
This could indicate that the difference
of about 600 V between the measured
and the calculated TRV, is caused by
the ion sheath left behind by the retrie-
ving electrons.

0
wltages
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>' -6
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::J -8

-10
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-14
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Figure 29: Difference in TRV due to the ion sheath.

6.2 Post arc current and reignition.

To investigate the influence of the post arc current on reignition of the VCB a reignition
probability Pri can be introduced. This will be explained based on figure 30.

Of a series of half cycles of the HF current like in figure 3, the post arc current measure
ment at the last current zero is plotted as a '0' in figure 30. The post arc current
measured at the other current zeros are plotted as a '*'. If reignition takes place before
~op , see figure 2, the amplitude of the post arc current cannot be measured. These missed
values are added by the post arc simulation model and are plotted as a '+'. Next the
vertical axis is divided in intervals of IA (0 < ~ac < lA, lA < ~ac <2A, etc.). Within each
interval the number of reignitions is counted (the sum of '*' and '+ ') and divided by the
total number of current zeros (the sum of '*',' +' and '0'). This gives the desired Pri as a
function of the post arc current amplitude and is plotted in figure 31 for two contact
materials. One has to remember that no discrimination is made based on the gaplength.

The behaviour of the reignition probability curve can not be explained easily. Therefore
the influence of the gaplength will be investigated first.

Measurements indicate that the post arc current increases with the gaplength d (see figure
21). This is supported by the model as can be seen in figure 32 where the only parameter
varied is the gaplength. According to fonnula 27 the initial condition of the post arc
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Figure 31: Reignition probability for two contact materials.

current in part two of the model, ~ac(tl)' is linearly dependent on the initial condition of
the ion density Ilj(t1) which is taken as NiO• In fonnula 31 Njo is calculated out of the
linearisation of the current around current zero and thus ivac(t1) is linearly dependent on
the gaplength .
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(39)with
dS.

ipac(tl) = AzvjNiO = __I

20vj

This is valid as long as 'Tj (= d/vj, the time an ion needs to cross the gap) is small
compared to a quarter period of the HF current (see formula 29). The more correct
estimation of Njo is given by fonnula 34 from which it is not so easy to see what the
influence of the gaplength is. In figure 33 both estimations of No are plotted for three HF
current frequencies. Now can be seen that the post arc current does not increases linearly
with the gaplength as is shown in figure 34 for a 527 kHz HF current frequency.

The maximum gaplength reached in the measurements is about 500 J.'m. The behaviour of
N jo as a function of the gaplength can be derived from figure 33 as long as 'Tj remains
below the half period time (l/zT) of the HF current (see figure 35). In the post arc model
the ion speed is taken as a constant (v j = 1000 m/s) which means that if the gaplength
becomes large enough, 'Tj will be larger than l/zT. According to formula 34 this would
result in a decreasing initial ion density NjQ.
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Figure 32: Post-arc current and electric field ys.
gaplength with dUdt "'" 247 Alp.s at the preceding
current zero at 165 kHz HF current frequency.

Figure 34: Post-arc current and electric field ys.
gaplength with dUdt "'" 247 Alps at the preceding
current zero at 527 kHz HF current frequency.
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Before looking further in to the behaviour of Njo for 'Ti > IhT, the value of Vi needs
further consideration The value taken for the ion speed differs in several papers between
one and several thousand meters per second. In this report will not be looked in to the
case of 'Ti > 1/2 T.

Out of the presumption that the post arc current increases with the gaplength can not be
drawn any conclusion, at this moment, regarding the reignition probability of the VCB.

At this point it can be understood why the VCB with CuCr contacts does not give any
measurable post arc currents (see figure 19b). The gaplengths at which breakdown or
reignition occurs are in order of 50 p.m (see figure 21), resulting in post arc currents of
less than 1A. With the used test circuit it was not possible to create breakdown at larger
gaplengths because of the fast recovery curve of CuCr. The CuCr case shows the
limitations of the used method and gives an indication for the inaccuracy in the correction
for the displacement current due to the VCB capacitance Ct.

The cold breakdown field of, for instance, Cu contacts is between 50 and 60 kV/mm. The
electric field Ee at the cathode (former anode) side, due to the ion sheath and the TRV
across this sheath, can reach much higher levels, depending on the gaplength (see figure
32 and 34). This would imply an increasing reignition probability with the gaplength and
thus with the post arc current.

Here some caution must be regarded. Such high fields can only be reached theoretically
with a passive cathode. A real cathode surface shows some surface irregularities at which
the electric field can be amplified locally to such high levels (of the order of 109 VIm)
that electron emission occurs. Within a VCB these electrons can initiate breakdown. This
electron emission is not built in to the post arc model, which explains the ), ") of such
high Ee levels. When electron emission occurs in to the ion sheath, the electrons will
reduce the electric field (by neutralising the ions or by the formation of electron clouds)
or initiate a reignition.

The electric field Ee at the cathode side can be divided into:
Evae: the electric field which is present during the flowing of the post-arc
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current. Epac(t) = Ec(t) for 0 < t < td (fonnula 33).
ETRV: the electric which is present after the post-arc current has extinguished.

ErRV(t) = Ec(t) for td < t and is the quotient of the momentary TRV and
gaplength

Figure 36: Calculated (E11lv) and simulated (Epa) at the cathode side
versus time and gaplength.

"
gaplength

(30 - 465 ILm)

duration (td) of
post arc current

/

~

time after t}
(0 - 1 p.S)

Figure 36 shows a three
dimensional plot of E.:
versus gaplength and time
starting at t l (before tl

Ec=O). At small gaplengths
the ErRv maximum domi
nates over the Epac maxi
mum, at large gaplengths it
is the other way around.

At small gaplengths ErRv
reaches values which are
able to cause electron
emission and since there is
no ion sheath in which the

emitted electrons can be captured, reignition
probability is high. With increasing gaplength the ErRV decreases very quickly leading to
a lower reignition probability. But at gaplengths of the order 50 JA.m E.,ac has reached
already values of the order of the cold breakdown voltage (see figure 32 and 34) and thus
the reignition probability starts to rise again.

The described reignition mechanism does only apply if reignition takes place beyond tl .

Before tl there is no ion sheath and thus no significant electric field on the cathode
surface. Thus reignition occurring before tl must be initiated by an other mechanism.

A possible explanation could be the amount of energy input in to the cathode. Assume the
energy the cathode needs to reignite is ~i. An indication for the energy input during the
time tl is given by the I2t value:

(40)

In other words as long as the ft value is larger then the equivalent Eri value, reignition
takes place before t l and no voltage peak across the VCB can be observed.

Out of equation 14 follows:

i(t1) d d 3
t = -- with 37 this gives: t

1
~ substituted in 38: J2 t = .!S.2 _

1 Sj 20Vj 3 I (20V)2

Thus although t l is detennined by the gaplength, reignition taking place before tl is not
detennined by the gaplength but by the contact material required reignition energy ~i.

This can also be seen in a other way. For 0 < t < t l the conducting path, the arc plasma, is
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still intact. If now a reignition occurs, the gaplength can not be of any interest (the
gaplength is only of interest at the moment of breakdown) indicating- that calculation of a
post-arc current in this case is of no practical interest for detennination of a reignition
probability.

For reignition occurring after t1 there is of course also some energy input into the
cathode, caused by the ion current. Thus the reignition mechanism after t1 is a combina
tion of two effects. If reignition occurs at small delay times after t1, resulting in a small
voltage peak across the VCB, the energy input into the cathode will be the main factor
causing reignition. As the delay time increases the importance of the energy input will
decrease and electron emission will take over regarding reignition. Notice that the energy
input keeps increasing as long as the post-arc current flows, but so does the time. So to
be correct, one has to look for a energy input within a certain time. If Eri is delivered to
the cathode during ,for instance, 1 ms, reignition will not occur.

Combining the two reignition mechanisms above could lead to the following reignition
procedure in a VCB (see figure 30). Assuming the breakdown voltage Udb (see figure 3)
is large, such as occurs in a relatively large gaplength. The reignitions following after
breakdown will occur at approximately the same gaplength, since the relatively change in
the gaplength is small. Until the declining current zero slope reaches a border value, the
first number of reignitions take place before tl. From now on the reignitions occur after
t 1 and are determined by the mechanism of electron emission.

In other words the reignition probability Pri is always 100% above the diJdt value and it is
useless to talk about a post arc current amplitude. Below this border value the reignition
is detennined by the electric field Ee at the cathode side which is related to the post arc
current which in its tum is related to the combination of the gaplength and the current
zero slope. Here the Pri will be less than 100%, else tennination of the current will not be
possible.

bcl'Ju v,,/'«e ,(Y,tt
betwUIf/ t/,e~e- LeveLs

,
•I
I
I,
".

/NCI"e195i7 d------~)
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Figure 37: An example of the reignition procedure (Pri in this case is 4/5 = 80%).
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7. Conclusions.
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• The used test circuit creates a realistic environment in which a vacuum circuit breaker
has to operate, but it is not fit for intensive research in post arc currents.

• It is shown that post-arc currents of the order of a few amperes can be measured in a
relatively simple way by means of signal clipping.

• The post arc model gives a good resemblance with the measurements.

• Intensive study of the post-arc model has created a better insight in the post-arc
phenomena.

• A rough but practical estimation of the post-arc current amplitude is given by:

" dS.i = __I

pac 20v.
I

• The presumption exists the post-arc current amplitude is independent of the contact
material. But every contact material reacts in its own way on the post-arc current.
The cold breakdown voltage and the energy Eri needed to initiate electron emission
from the cathode, differ per contact material.

• There are two kinds of reignition:
- Reignition occurring before t1; no voltage peak can be observed across the vacuum

circuit breaker. This type can be seen as a thermal reignition.
- Reignition occurring after t1; a voltage peak can be observed across the vacuum

circuit breaker. If reignition takes place directly after t1, it is mainly thermal.
Longer postponed reignitions are mainly dielectric.

• The reignition probability Pri is determined by the interaction of the post-arc current
and the contact material. The reignition probability is 100 % as long as the current
zero slope is above a certain border value. Below this border value the reignition
probability is determined by the current zero slope in combination with the gaplength.
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8. Recommendations for further research.

For further research it is advisable to built a test circuit in which the gaplength and
current zero slope can be changed independently. In this way it is possible to detennine
the exact influence of both parameters on the post-arc current

Post-arc current measurements with a ftxed gaplength and a variable current zero slope
can lead to a good approximation of the current zero slope border value above which the
reignition probability is 100%. Detennination of the current zero slope above which no
voltage peak can be observed will give a ftrst estimation of this border value from which
also an estimation follows for the energy input En into the cathode, needed to create
reignition.

Post-arc current measurements with ftxed current zero slope and variable gaplength will
give a better insight in the influence of the gaplength on the post arc current and can be a
control for the validity of equation 34.

With this test circuit it should be possible to detennine the behaviour of the reignition
probability below the border value of the current zero slope and show the difference
between the various contact materials.

At this moment further research is already in progress where, among other things the
influence of the gaplength on the post-arc current is under study [A4].

It would also be interesting to measure post-arc currents after a 50 Hz current frequency
with the same current zero slope as in the HF current case to detennine wether the post
arc model is also valid for this situation. Post-arc current measurements after a 50 Hz
current, require a different approach because of the very high current amplitudes involved
[A3].
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Appendix A: Equipment used.

Tektronix P6015 probe, attenuation 1000:1 (variable by
about 9%), input resistance 100 Mn (±3%), input capaci
tance approximately 3 pF, maximum input voltage 20 kV
(DC or RMS) 40 kV (pulse, maximum duty factor 10%,
maximum pulse duration 0.1 s), bandpass DC to 75 MHz
(-3 dB), rise time approximately 4.67 ns, temperature
range -10 to 55°C, length of interconnecting cable 10 ft.

Pearson Electronics Inc., model no. 110, output 0.1 V/ A
(reduced to half by 50 n termination), maximum peak
current 5,000 A, rise time 20 ns, ITmax 0.5 As, maximum
RMS current 65 A, approximately 3 dB point 1Hz (Low)
20 MHz (high).

N.V. Diode Utrecht, Hoogspannings Condensatorlader
serieno. 2, in: 220 V/50 Hz, uit: 0-20 kV/DC/100 rnA,
TUE registration EH5333 PS09.

LeCROY 931O/14M Digital Oscilloscope, bandwidth (-3
dB):50n DC coupling: 300 MHz, 1Mn DC:DC to 250
MHz typical at the probe tip, input impedance 1 Mn / /
15 pF and 50 n ± 1%, sensitivity 2 mV/div to 5 V/div,
vertical expansion up to 5 times, Maximum input voltage:
250 V (DC + peak AC :5 10 kHz) at 1 Mn, ±5 V DC
(500 mW) or 5 V RMS at 50 n, time base 1 ns/div to
1000 s/div, one AD-converter per channel, 8-bit flash,
sampling rate up to 100 megasamples/sec for transients
signals simultaneously on all 4 channels, aperture uncert
ainty ± 10 ps, memory 50K per channel.

30 KVDC WKG, type 7763 8031, WEGO condenser,
COLTD, made in England. 5, 10 and 20 nf ± 10%.

self made, 10, 24 and 45 JLH ± 10%.
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Appendix C: Post-arc model computer listing.

Post-Arc-Current simulation model with 4 fIrst-order
differential equations and one very nasty algebraic equation.
The differential equations are solved with a 4th order Runga-Kutta
method. The algebraic equation is handeld with the Newton methed.

%
%
%
%
%
%

pac.m N.J.G. Lamerichs d.d.2-11-1993

clear;clc;clg;
delete pac. met;
%fonnat long e;

textplot = 1; % parameters will not be plotted if textplot = 0

% model parameters

eo = 8.8542e-12; % epsilon nul [F/m]
vi = le3; % ion velocity [m/s]
e = 1.6022e-19; % electron charge [C]
z = 2; % average ion charge number
D = le-3; % discharge diameter [m]
s = 8ge-6; % gap length [m]
V = pi*D"2*s/4; % discharge volume [mA 3]
m = 63*1.66057e-27; % mass of the ion [kg] (Ag 109) (Cu 63)

% circuit parameters

Uho = 4.2e3;
n = 2;

Cp = 1l0e-12;

freqi = 348;

% voltage Uco over Chf-capicitor
% number of 112-cycles to calculate the acurate Uho

% (n'th current zero)
% paracetic capicitance [F]

% HF-current frequency: 165, 348 or 527 kHz

Rd
%Rd
%Rd

= 5.6e3;
= 2.8e3;
= 11.2e3;

% recitance in loading circuit [Ohm]

if freqi = = 165,
Lh = 44.7e-6;
Ch = 20.8e-9;
Rbi = 2.5;
Rb = 180;

elseif freqi = = 348,

page 48

% current frequentie is 165 Khz
% circuit inductance [H]
% circuit capacity [F]
% kHz circuit recistance Rhf [Ohm] (current frequentie)
% MHz circuit recistance RUHF [Ohm] (voltage frequentie) %

% current frequentie is 348 Khz
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Lh = 22.5e-6;
Ch = 9.3e-9;
Rbi = 2.9;
Rh = 140;

else
Lh = 9.8e-6;
Ch = 9.3e-9;
Rbi = 2.1;
Rh = 100;

end;

% Lh

% Rhv
% current frequentie is 527 Khz

% Lh

% Rhv

M. sc. report

Ei = Uho/(Lh*Ch);
Ti = 2*Lh/Rhi;

% of current
% tau current

wi = sqrt( lI(Lh*Ch) - 0.25*RbiA2/LhA2); % omega of the current

Uho = Uho-Ei * TiA2/«I+wiA2*TiA2)) * (1 + (-I).A(n+l).* exp(-n*pi/(wi*Ti)));
% Uho has now the accurate value for the pac calculation after the n'th current zero

% the stepsize and the numder of steps taken by the Runga-Kutta method

h = 5e-11;
N = 600;
K = 100;

% stepzise may not be taken larger then 5e-l1
% total amont of steps taken is N*K but only every
% K-th step is saved

% prelocation to speed up matlab

u = zeros( 1,N + 1 );
1 = zeros( 1,N + 1 );
Ni = zeros( I,N+l );
i = zeros( 1,N + 1 );
Uo = zeros( I,N+l );
t = zeros( I,N + 1 );
iL = zeros( 1,N+ 1 );
id = zeros( 1,N+l );
Uh = zeros( 1,N+ 1 );
Uh(I)=Uho;

% adjustable initial conditions

u(l) = 20;
ifUho < 0,

u(l) = -u(I);
end;

% initial conditions

di = abs(Uho/Lh);

N.J.G. Lamerichs

% u(l) may not be teken 0

% voltage over vacuum switch [V]

% di/dt at the preceding current zero [A/s]
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% ion density triangle estimation [mA -3]
%Ni(1) = 0.1 *(2*s*di)/(e*pi*z*DA 2*viA 2);

% ion density sinwave estimation [rnA-3]
Ni(l) = 0.4/(z*e*s*pi*DA 2) * abs(Uho)/(wiA 2*Lh) * (l-cos(wi*s/vi));

15 February 1994

i(l) = Ni(l)*e*z*vi*V/s; % top value pac through switch (i=diJdt*t1) [A]
if Uho < 0,

i(l) = -i(l);
end;
id(l) = (l5e3-Uho)/Rd; % charging current from Cd [A]
iL(l) = i(l)-id(l); % circuit current [A]
Uo(l) = m/(2*z*e) * viA 2;
A = (4*eo)/(9*e*z*Ni(l));
1(1) = sqrt(A*«Uo(l)+abs(u(l)))*sqrt(l +abs(u(l))/Uo(l))+ 3*abs(u(l))-Uo(1)));

% sheath thicknes [m]
t1 = Lh/Uho*i(l);
t(l) = 0;

clear A;
%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%% %%% time control bar %%%% %%%%%%
ver = 0.5;
verI = 0;
text(O.O , 0.55 , '0% ' ,'sc'); text(O.O , 0.5 , , I' ,'sc');
text(0.9 , 0.55 , , 100% ' ,'sc'); text(0.9 , 0.5 , , I' ,'sc');
text(0.9 , 0.47 , , I' ,'sc');text(0.9 , 0.44 , , I ' ,'sc');
text(O 047 ' I' 'sc')·text(O 044 ' I' 'sc')·,. , I' , ,., " ,

text(O.O , 0.15 , '0% ','sc'); text(O.O , 0.1 , , I ','sc');
text(0.9 ,0.15, '100% ','sc');text(0.9,0.1, 'I','sc');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

n = 1;
flag = 1;
while ( n < =N ) & ( len) < s ) & ( flag = = 1 ),
k=l;

uk(k) = u(n);
lk(k) = len);
Nik(k) = Ni(n);
iLk(k) = iL(n);
ik(k) = i(n);
idk(k) = id(n);
Uok(k) = Uo(n);
Uhk(k) = Uh(k);

while k < = K,
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RO = -h * l/(e*z*V) * abs(ik(k»;

PI == h/Cp * ( iLk(k) - ik(k) + idk(k) );
QI = h/Lh * ( Uhk(k) - u(k) - Rh*iLk(k) );
SI = h * ( 4/(Pi*DA2*z*e) * abs(ik(k»/Nik(k) - vi );

P2 = h/Cp * ( iLk(k)+Ql/2 - ik(k) + idk(k) );
Q2 = h/Lh * (Uhk(k) - (uk(k)+Pl/2) - Rh*(iLk(k) + Ql/2) );
S2 == h * ( 4/(Pi*DA2*z*e) * abs(ik(k»/(Nik(k) + ROI2) - vi );

P3 = h/Cp * ( iLk(k)+Q212 - ik(k) + idk(k) );
Q3 = h/Lh * (Uhk(k) - (uk(k)+P212) - Rh*(iLk(k)+Q212»;
S3 = h * ( 4/(Pi*DA2*z*e) * abs(ik(k»/(Nik(k) + ROI2) - vi );

P4 = h/Cp * ( iLk(k)+Q3 - ik(k) + idk(k) );
Q4 = h/Lh * (Uhk(k) - (uk(k)+P3) - Rh*(iLk(k)+Q3) );
S4 = h * ( 4/(Pi*DA2*z*e) * abs(ik(k»/(Nik(k)+RO) - vi );

uk(k+ 1) == uk(k) + (PI + 2*P2 + 2*P3 + P4)/6;
iLk(k+ 1) == iLk(k) + (QI + 2*Q2 + 2*Q3 + Q4)/6;
Nik(k+ 1) == Nik(k) + RO;
lk(k+ 1) = lk(k) + (SI + 2*S2 + 2*S3 + S4)/6;
Uhk(k+ 1) == I5e3 - (15e3 - Dbo) * exp( -(k*h + t(n»/(Rd*Ch»;

A = (4*eo)/(9*e*z*Nik(k»;

M. sc. report

F = 1;
if abs(F) > Ie-lO,

while (abs(F) > Ie-IO),
F = A*«Uok(k) +abs(uk(k»)*sqrt(1 +abs(uk(k»/Uok(k» +3*abs(uk(k»-Uok(k»-lk(k)A2;
dF = A*«I-abs(uk(k»)/(2*Uok(k» * sqrt( 1 + abs(uk(k»/Uok(k) ) - 1 );

Uok(k+ 1) == Uok(k) - F/dF;
end;

end;

B == m/(2*z*e) * ( 4/( pi*DA2*z*Nik(k)*e) )A2 ;
ifUho > 0,

ik(k+ 1) == sqrt(Uok(k+ I)/B);
else,

ik(k+ 1) == -sqrt(Uok(k+ I)/B);
end;

idk(k+ 1) = (15e3-Uho)/Rd * exp(-«n-I)*K+k)*h/(Rd*Ch»;

k==k+ 1;

end;
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u(n+ 1) = uk(k);
l(n+I) = lk(k);
Ni(n+ 1) = Nik(k);
iL(n+ 1) = iLk(k);
i(n+ 1) = ik(k);
id(n+ 1) = idk(k);
Uo(n+ 1) = Uok(k);
t(n+ 1) = t(n)+K*h;
Uh(n+ 1) = Uhk(k);

15 February 1994

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%% time control bar
hor = 0.9*I(n)/s;
ifn > 1,

if (1(n) < l(n-I» & (verI = =0),
ver = ver-O. 03;
verI = 1;
if hor< =0.63,

text(hor,ver,' foutje, even terug', 'se');
end;
end;
if (1(n) > l(n-I»& (verl==I),
verI = 0;
ver = ver-O. 03;
if hor> =0.1,

text(hor-0.08,ver, 'sorry', 'se');
end;
end;

end;
text(hor , ver , 'I', 'sc');

text( n*0.9/N , O~ 1 ,'I', 'se');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

n = n+I;

% if abs(u(n» < abs(u(n-I», flag = 0; end;
% ifabs(i(n» < abs(i(n-I», flag = 0; end;

end;
n = n-I;
clear PI P2 P3 P4 QI Q2 Q3 Q4 RO 51 5253 54;

u = u(l :n);
I = 1(1 :n);
Ni = Ni(I :n);
iL = iL(l :n);
i = i(l :n);
Uo = Uo(1:n);
t = t(l :n);
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Ee = 2*sqrt( z*e*Ni/eo .* sqrt(abs(u). *UO+Uo.....2) - Uo ); % field stength [Vim]
ifUho < 0,

Ee = -Ee;
end;

t = [0 tl t+tl]*le9;
Ee = [00 Ee];
i = [0 i(l) i];
u = [00 u];
Ni = [Ni(l) Ni(l) Ni];
I = [0 0 I];

clear Uo iL id Uh;
save pae i u I Ni Ee t s t1; % Db iL id;

Nim = max(Ni);
1m = max(1);
ifUho > 0,

Eem = max(Ee);
urn = max(u);
im = max(i);

else,
Eem = min(Ee);
urn = min(u);
im = min(i);

end;

Ee = Ee/Eem;
u = u/um;
i = i/im;

Ni = Ni/Nim;
I = 111m;

%plot(t,i);
%grid;
%xlabel('t [ns]');
%ylabel('post are eurrent [A]');
%meta pae2.met;

plot( t,l,'g-' , t,Ni,'g--' , t,Ee,'g:' , ...
t ' 't ., ').,u, w-- , ,1, r- ,

grid;
title('green: 1- ; Ni-- ; Ee: ; red: i - ; white: u--');
text(O.O ,0 ,sprintf('1 = %g' ,dee(1m*le6», 'se');
text(0.15,0 ,sprintf('Ni = %g',Nim),'se');
text(0.35 , 0 ,sprintf('Ee = %g' ,Eem) , 'se');
text(0.65 , 0 ,sprintf('i = %g' ,dee(im*10)110), 'se');
text(0.8 ,0 ,sprintf('u = %g' ,dec(um», 'se');
text(O 004 'maxima' 'se')·, ., "
text(0.8 , 0.04 , 't [ns]', 'se');
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text(tl *le9 , -0.09 , sprintf('tl = %g' ,dec(tl *le9)));
% meta pac. met;

if textplot = = 0, break:;end;
pause;

% All importend parameters and values wi! be plotted
%
clc;clg;

15 February 1994

text(O, 1 , 'model parameters', 'sc');
text(O, 0.9 ,sprintf('ion velocity: vi = %g [m/s]', vi), 'sc');
text(O, 0.86 ,sprintf('ion charge number: z = %g' ,z), 'sc');
text(O, 0.82 ,sprintf('discharge diameter: D = %g [m]' ,D), 'sc');
text(O, 0.78 ,sprintf('gap length: s = %g [urn]' ,s*le6), 'sc');
text(O, 0.74 ,sprintf('ion mass: m = %g [u]' ,m/1.66057e-27), 'sc');

text(0.6, 1 ,'circuit parameters', 'sc');
text(0.6,0.9 ,sprintf('Lh = %g [uH]',Lh*le6),'sc');
text(0.6, 0.86 ,sprintf('Ch = %g [nF]' ,Ch*le9), 'sc');
text(0.6, 0.82 ,sprintf('Cp = %g [pF]' ,Cp*le12), 'sc');
text(0.6, 0.78 ,sprintf('Rhv = %g [Ohm]' ,Rh), 'sc');
text(0.6, 0.74 ,sprintf('Rhi = %g [Ohm]',Rhi),'sc');

text(O, 0.6 , 'starting conditions', 'sc');
text(O, 0.5 ,sprintf('ion density: Ni(1) = %g [ions/mA 3]' ,Ni(1)*Nim), 'sc');
text(O, 0.46 ,sprintf('starting voltage: u(l) = %g [V]' ,u(3)*um), 'sc');
text(O, 0.42 ,sprintf('voltage over Ch: Uho = %g [V]',Uho),'sc');

text(O, 0.25 , 'Runga-Kutta model parameters', 'sc');
text(O, 0.15 ,sprintf('stepsize: h = %g' ,h), 'sc');
text(O, 0.11 ,sprintf('number of steps saved~ Ns = %g (out of %g)' ,n,N), 'sc');
text(O, 0.07 ,sprintf(' K = %g' ,K), 'sc');
text(O,O.O,sprintf('total amount of steps taken %g (out of %g)' ,K*n,K*N), 'sc');

meta pac.met;
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